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Mordheim mercenaries guide

Warriors || Equipment || Expertise || Magic || Start Warband || Tactics || Campaign || Conclusion ercenaries of human warriors from different empire cities, mostly not too far from Mordheim. People are well versed in the wealth that is found there, and some organize parties to profit from the old neighbor's
downfall. Each city has its own unique character and traditions, and although it is sooner the scum than the nobility that attracts adventure in the city of the damned, these peculiarities still show. In the base game, three of these cities compete along with the other Mordheim warbans. Although these are all
mercenary warbands, they operate separately, fighting each other like everyone else, and as such are considered to be different warbands together. If you combine a mercenary warband, you will have to choose which one it is and you can't change it or mix it up later. Even so, this guide will handle three
of them at the same time, as they are all variations on the same topic. What is the specialty of one, continues to apply - to a lesser extent - to the other two. Reiklanders Reikland is known for its disciplined and well-organized army, and it even shows that they are mercenary fighters. Leading the Reikland
warband, the captain's ability to drive is 12 (instead of the normal 6). Excellent defensive training will give your snipers (see fighters) +1 ballistic skill to your normal baseline profile. This makes them a little slower and weaker than most other mercenaries though: champions don't take speed skills, and



youngbloods will never have strength skills. Reiklanders are the perfect warband for players who like to rely on tactics and long distance firepower. The people of Middenheim are built stronger than most, relying more on brute force than some half-baked tactical plan. The captain and heroes get +1
strength for their normal starting profile. Champions and youngbloods are never going to shoot skills though. Middenheimers are an excellent warband for players who like to fight in melee but still want to take advantage of mercenaries' versatility and great outfits. Marienburgers Marienburg is a city of
trade and great wealth. Some people believe that its inhabitants can be snantsy, but mercenary warbands can take on any challenge like anyone else. Any special ability they lack makes up for ingenuity. The warband starts out with 20% extra gold (-&gt;600gc, where other warbands have to do with
500gc) and heroes get a +1 bonus when looking for rare items. Champions and young bloods, however, cannot take strength. Marienburgers is ideal for players who like to work with a version of equipment for their tactical plans. Ercenary warbands are the usual 3-15 fighters in them, including a captain.
Heroes Mercenary Captain 60gc (1) It Model Warband Leader: Experienced and thus slightly more skilled than most, and higher driving 8. The mercenary captain is also a better initiative (4) and can gain the skills of basic skill lists. There is nothing really special about the captain however, and he can
easily replace the champion if he deviates from the warband. Captain Reiklander is extremely important though, to make better use of the leadership than any other. A Captain from Middenheim is extra strong, it's necessary for him to take his power. Champion 35gc (0 - 2) Champions are the finer fighters
in the mercenary warband, trained in melee and carries the mark of their country most ly. The Middenheimer champions are particularly strong, but they don't take away their shooting skills. The Reiklands lack speed skills, and the Marienburgers lack the ability to power. Youngblood 15gc (0 - 2)
Youngbloods are young boys who think they are in the world and want to prove their worth in Mordheim. But their inexperience shows: they are still untrained, and low leadership breaks them, as soon as brave are the horrors awaiting them. They also show the legacy of their country: no power skills for
Reiklanders or Marienburgers, and no shooting skills for Middenheimers. Of these, the cheapest fighters are available and the cheapest heroes you can buy. And heroes, because if they manage to survive their first battles, their potential is significant, they can outdo their fellow champions and even their
captain as experience grows. Henchies Warriors 25gc (0 - ...) This model's hencher: standard profile, no special skills, standard cost. Marksmen 25gc (0 - 7) Marksmen are very much the same as ordinary fighters, except to choose from a wide range of missile weapons instead and only a limited number
of melee weapons. Reiklander snipers have above-average ballistics skills, which are unique novice heners. Swordsman 35gc (0 - 5) Swordsman cadet in melee and starts off with expert swordsmanship, a skill usually only for combat-profi kned heroes. These warriors are viciously dangerous when armed
with 2 swords and are ready to attack! Back to the top mercenaries, heroes and henchaiers, draw equipment from a single equipment list, except snipers. This sniper equipment list that distinguishes them from the ordinary fighter, as shown below under rocket weapons. Near combat weapons othing
special here, but still the widest selection of melee weapons: all common melee weapons, except flail, are available. Only snipers have a slightly limited selection of daggers, hammers/mace, axes and swords. Rocket weapons ll mercenaries can have some very nice weapons: bow, crossbow, pistol, and
even duel pistols. However, the shooters have extraordinary long-range weapons Including longbow, and many black-dusted weapons that none of the other original warbands get used to. So we're going to take a closer look at all the black powder weapons. Black powder weapons elow a list of black
powder weapons that are available in the rule book. All these are difficult to find, so in addition to the cost, rarity also appears. Every mercenary can carry a gun, but only shooters can take a gun. Reading the list may find that these weapons are no big deal, and that's just fair: the setup of Mordheim is not
a modern warfare, after all. Pistol 15 gc R-8 Pistols have a very limited range, only 6 with an ordinary pistol. This means that the target will be within the charging range unless the road is somehow blocked. Even if you can shoot freely, once you've fired the gun, it'll take you to the next corner to reload it.
Keep in mind that reloading occurs automatically and does not require any special action or conditions - you can easily track it using a counter or coin that you can overlap after firing or reloading. This will save the -2 armor like most black powder weapons, but what makes it really useful is the ability to fire
during melee. You can only fire once in a full melee; This is an extra attack that is resolved before any other attacks that round - even the first-strike itself. Solve this attack like any nearby combat attack on the wielder WS, but use the pistol's power to determine the wound. This means that a good WS can
be more important to the user than BS. Note that this attack can be parried like any other melee attack. Blackpowder pistol can be worn as a brace; ie, if you buy a second gun, the 2 is considered a pair. This gives a significant bonus, allowing you to fire every turn - instead of any other turn - and provide
2 extra attacks in the first round of melee - instead of 1. It also allows the combination of pistolier skill to fire twice each time. You will find that the bracket is enough to make most opponents from a distance. Duel pistols 25 gc R-10 They are in most respects the same as the pistol, only in the increased
range of 10 , and +1 in hit (both long distance and melee). This makes it much more effective, especially outside of melee. Duel Pistols is a warband leader's favorite: There is no better defense than killing your opponent before he strikes! Handgun 35 gc R-8 The handgun is not a very useful weapon as it
is very similar to the crossbow, but has a smaller range (24). Only the extra armor penetration can make it an excellent choice if you are fighting heavily armored opponents. Blunderbuss 30 gc R-9 The blunderbuss are an extraordinary weapon. It's not very strong - only S3 - and a small range, but it's
area-effect weapon in the rule book. You can only shoot once, but you can get more models. you can have. draw a stripe 1 wide and 16 long in the direction of atratás shoot; All models in this area, which are in the shooter's eyes (and not hidden), are automatically hit. Ballistics isn't important for this
weapon. It may be difficult to hit many fighters as the opponent tries to minimize potential targets. Still, it gives an important strategic advantage, urging the opponent to break formation or risk while estimating ranges as he moves his fighters. Shotgun 200 gc R-11 Sometimes Hochland long rifle. With this
weapon, the shooter can select any target, not just the nearest one. It is by far the largest range of all weapons: 48 ! However, you will find that in densely constructed areas, which are most common in Mordheim, they have only a small advantage. It's only worth taking if you have some spare gold.
Optional rule: in the back of the rule book there are optional rules on black dust misfires; This occurs when a fired black powder gun rolls 1 of faith. In this case, if you use these rules, you need to roll the misfire diagram to see what happens. Note that the misfire roll is not automatically missing: if you roll 1
(BOOM!), 2 (jammed) or 6 (KA-BOOM!) on the misfire chart and only need 1+ to-hit, then the shot still counts. You need to agree with your opponents whether to use this optional rule before you start the campaign and, if so, decide whether to reduce the cost of the black powder weapon appropriately; the
rule book is -20%. Armor arksmen don't get the privilege of wearing heavy armor and never take buckle, but all other mercenaries can take all available armor: heavy or light armor, shields, buckle and helmet. Back to the top n general, most of the skills are available to your heroes. Only the captain can
take a prayer, which is a little annoying if he dies. Depending on the roots of the warband, the selection is limited to a few heroes: Reikland champions don't get speed skills, while youngbloods lack strength aptitude for Middenheim champions and youngbloods have no talent for shooting Marienburg
champions and youngbloods are not interested in strength skills There is no special skill-list for mercenaries. For more information about acquiring skills, see Campaign foreses. There are no warriors here who can cast spells in any mercenary war belt. Most of the missile weapons largely make up for
that. Nevertheless, there are other ways to harness the powers of minor magic: you can apply hired swords with this ability - such as a warlock - or even teach the captain to cast spells; For more details, see the Magic part of the general Mordheim guide. Back to the top eiklanders and Middenheimers will
start at the usual 500gc. Marienburgers get an additional 20% to start at 600gc! What will become a beginner's warband each individually. The fresh Reiklanders warband lasts by being captain (60gc). He's an important figure in your battle band with above-average abilities. For the Reiklanders, he's extra
valuable having 12 leadership beams, so he's well worth investing in. We give him a sword &amp; mace (10 +3gc) and on top of a brace gun (2x15gc) now. Remember that this is a bad-ass fighter, able to strike 4 times in the first round of the fight: twice the strength of 4 of the pistols, and then 2 more of
his own power! We know that the more heroes remain after the battle, the more wyrdstone can be searched for afterwards, so we strive to fully complement. Remember that mercenaries are the only warband in the rule book that can be 5 heroes at only 160gc! (not counting equipment of course). So we
will take all the heroes we make: 2 champions (35gc each) and 2 youngbloods (15gc each). We need to take the higher WS of champions; The classic sword &amp; mace will do nicely (10 + 3gc). Young blood cells are very untrained, so you shouldn't pay them for a lot of equipment. The mace (3gc) all
will do and still use the free dagger. That's 235gc so far. And now the hen men. Reiklanders get the BS4 bonus for snipers at the same price (25gc). It should definitely take more snipers; If not, Reikland wasn't a good choice. Let's start with a group of four. Just as important are the selection of rocket
weapons for snipers. Crossbows are excellent rocket weapons, but snipers can take longbows that have the same range and move and fire in the same round. They have 1 less power though - only S3 - but much cheaper (15gc). We don't want them to get into close combat, but minimal protection is fine:
a mace (3gc) and a free dagger. This totals up to 4x (25+15+3) = 172gc. 93gc left, which is enough, say, 2 swordsmen (35gc) with a sword (10gc) each; and we still have a few coins left to replace a champion's mace with an axe (5gc). It gives us a decent warband with an assessment of 11 members x5+
(20 + 8 +8) beginner experience (captain and champions) = 91. Remember that there are only 11 fighters; an additional would bring the number of accidents needed to take rout tests (25%) 3 to 4. This warband is very shot oriented and you will need a good tactical approach to the battle. Remember, we
didn't pick up hired swords, one of the mercenaries who brought great strength. It's up to you to sacrifice for a variation on this military. nrWarrior MWSBSST WIALd ExpSpecialEquipment 1mercenary Captain 444331418 20leaderbrace pistol, sword, mace 1 champion 443331317 8 sword, mace
1champion 443331317 8 -axee, mace 1youngblood 422331316 0 -mace 1youngblood 422331316 0 -mace 4marksmen 434331317 0 -longbow, mace 2swordsmen 443331317 0expert sword size: 91 - Starting gold: 1gc The stout Middenheimers warband on this can start in a similar way as we did with the
Reiklanders. For heroes, you can take exactly the same composition: Captain with sword, mace and brace pistol, 2 champions with sword and mace, and 2 youngbloods with mace (and free dagger), at 235gc. Although the Middenheimer captain doesn't have extraordinary leadership skills, he has the
power of 4 bonuses, as do champions - so if you decide later to reduce the number of heroes, you should try to keep both heroes. His hen men are a different story. There is no special bonus for middenheimer henterers. This makes snipers much less attractive, but still an excellent option. In fact, the only
drawback to snipers instead of standard fighters is that they have a smaller selection of melee weapons and armor. However, in this example, we are going to a full-on melee warband! Swordsman is great in this regard, but more expensive (35gc) and most effective when armed ... swords - which are also
expensive (10gc)! For the remaining 265gc, you can take up to 5 swordsmen armed with a single sword (and a free dagger) or even 4 of them armed with 2 swords. The latter option is more attractive as it allows you to re-roll all the missed attacks. 4 Swordsman with two swords cost 220g. That leaves
you with enough gold to axe your champions and duel guns for your captain. This makes for little warband: 9 fighters and a rating of only 81. But you will find that you are strong enough in the melee: the WS4/S4 captain and the champions 2 attacks each + the duel pistol of the captain, and 4 swordsman 8
attacks re-roll! Again, up to you, make your own variation. Remember that the hired swords and rocket weapons can make excellent additions to your warband, but it will require some sacrifices. nrWarrior MWSBSST WIALd ExpSpecialEquipment 1mercenary Captain 444331418 20leaderbrace duel
pistols, 2 swords 1 champion 443331317 8 sword, axe 1champion 443331317 8 sword, axe 1youngblood 422331316 0 -sword 1youngblood 422331316 0 -sword 4swordsmen 443331317 0expert sword Size: 9 - Rating: 81 - Beginner gold: 0 Ambitious Marienburgers warband arienburgers already what
all other dreams are: gold! They just can't get enough of it. They start with an enviable 600GC. We will see that the extra 100gc will make quite a difference. They also get a bonus if you are looking for rare items. The downside is that they don't have the special skills of other mercenaries. The focus is
clearly more on equipment, and whatever money you can buy. Next composition will give you a versatile warband (again, you have to experiment yourself and consider replacing some fighter with hired swords): nrWarrior MWSBSST WIALd 1mercenary Captain 444331418 20leaderbrace duel pistols,
sword, mace 1 champion 443331317 8 -sword, axe 1 champion 443331317 8 sword, axe 1youngblood 422331316 0 -mace 1youngblood 422331316 0 -mace 44331317 0 -spear 3marksmen 434331317 0 -longbow, mace 1marksmen 434331317 0 -blunderbuss, bow, mace Size: 13 - Rating: 101 -
Beginner gold: 4gc hese 3 examples show that the origin of the chosen warband is likely to affect its composition. However, nothing keeps you from offering a lot of archers in a Middenheimers band, or the majority of sword warriors in a Reiklanders group. It all depends on your intentions; the key to
success is to align the composition with mission goals, actual settings and personal strategy. Back to the top of the ecause are so many variations of the composition of a mercenary warband, the tactical options are equally endless. Below are some loose examples of how to set your warband up against
an encounter. Each case displays a rather one-sided view. Most warbands will have a mix of listed forces, and the proposed tactics will similarly be put together or only partially applicable. Whether you are using that device for the best tactics or come up with an unexpected tactic, taking your opponent by
surprise. Warbands are long-range weapons f a warband with long range firepower, using bows, crossbows and weapons, this will have a significant impact on your tactics. This situation is probably the case with reiklander warbands. You're going to have to put that firepower to good use, or you're
probably going to lose. Always remember that long-range fire is primarily a defensive force: shooters suffer from moving around, shots are unlikely to take their opponents out of action, and usually the shooters are ill-equipped for melee. Try the shooters, probably snipers, for vantage positions. On a
higher footing, they are free to choose their target and get obstacles that would otherwise hide opponents; even standing on the pedestal can serve this purpose. If you carry a move-or-shoot weapon as a crossbow, select a position that offers a good view of the enemy's approach. Archers with more
maneuverable weapons can hatch on the floor with multiple windows, moving between them to cover even more ground. Remember that it is important to lure the enemies into the visibility of the shooters. If the enemy is long distance attacks, remember that the fighters on the higher floors, near the ledge,
can fall off if struck. The presence of cover and levels on the battlefield is beneficial for both you and your opponents: you can use it to get a better goal, while your opponent can use it to take cover. Getting the best positions and forcing your opponent into the open is key to your tactics. Good melee
fighters still need to defend the shooters and finish the he fell with a shot; Remember that your shot will always roll with hit and wound, no matter what state your target is in! When enemies are very close, you have chances of a last shot, but you may want to consider the possibility of charging to gain the
benefits of striking first. Especially if the shooter is on higher ground and the opponent is standing against the wall, ready to climb, you risk a diving charge if the initiative is high enough. Once the enemy manages to make most of his forces in melee, it is wiser that the shooters engage as well: they can't
shoot in the melee and become useless anyway. Remember that getting fighters down to higher levels can be risky if you have to climb! Similar tactics can be used when attacking: sneak close enough to the defensive enemy, pick up positions and start taking pot-shots at them. It either forces them to
take cover, takes losses, or comes out and attacks. Perhaps the worst kind of missions are the ones that require speed; Long-range fire can slow down the enemy or break its formation, but it won't improve the warband's speed either. If you think terrain and targets won't be in your favor, you might want to
change your warband composition to improve your melee power, taking extra weapons, etc. Swordfighters wordsmen have the expert swordsman skill that allows them to re-roll without hits when charging with swords. That skill can be taken away by mercenary heroes. This justifies taking 2 swords,
gaining the advantage of each strike. Of course, this inspires offensive tactics, as it is essential for fighters with this skill to charge. However, your swordsman won't last long if you're outnumbered. After the initial fee, it is likely that they will be paid to other fighters, and the skill advantage will be lost then.
Pairing them with other melee fighters is a good idea. Try to get more fighters to attack single opponents. Once the enemy is down, the to-hit bonus is no longer necessary to eliminate him; high strength is more useful then. Gunslingers istols and guns can make for very interesting tactics. This is
especially important for Marienburger warbands who are better able to afford this expensive weapons. Pistols are extremely effective, doubling the effect with a two-brace. A brace fighter is a terrible opportunity to attack. His main concern is to stay away from long-distance fire and not be accused by
multiple fighters at the same time. If you're in close combat, it's important to send your opponent's fighters quickly so you can enjoy the benefits of pistols again. Another tactically interesting weapon is the blunderbuss. Although it seems very strong on paper, you'll notice that impact can be minimized quite
easily by your opponent. However, this means that the enemy You have to break formation, and it can be a huge advantage in itself! Remember that you do not suffer from the usual modifiers hitting. In the hands of a fast fighter, you can run around enemy positions, either get a lot of targets or obstruct
the enemy's movements until you fire the weapon. You can give the fighter an extra ranged weapon if you want, but good melee weapons can be more useful after using blunderbuss. Back to the top of Rented Swords &amp; special characters ny the hired swords in the rule book can be applied so you
can easily make up for anything your warband shortage can have. This is a significant advantage over most other warband. Aenur and Johann, the knife can join them. Advances ll mercenary warbands can take a fair share of their skills, but their origins are strongly influenced by their predisposition to
specializations. Let's review the lists and see what's useful. The battle skills list is always a good choice, and all mercenary heroes can take your skills. But for the Middenheimers that's the most important, because the focus is usually on melee. Expert swordsman is of extra interest, because his
swordsman henchman already have it, and it allows you to build a sword-themed warband; See the above section for tactics. Weapons expert is probably the least useful as mercenaries already have a large selection of melee weapons. Strength skills are also the most beneficial for middenheimers.
Marienburger champions and youngbloods are too foppy to have them and not reiklander youngbloods. Most of these skills bestow bonuses on your profile under certain circumstances: a huge blow to give +1 strength, pit fighter gives +1WS and +1 attack indoors, flexible deducts -1 strength vs. blows
(boils down to a higher toughness), and provides an unstoppable fee +1WS charging age. Much more interesting - and very popular - is strongman skill: if you are a two-handed weapon, the fighter with this ability will no longer be forced to strike last! Finally, the benefits of being awesome should not be
underestimated: it also makes one immune to fear. Shooting skills are particularly important for both the Reiklanders and marienburgers. The Middenheimers can't take those skills away from their champions or their young skres. Eagle eye increases range of missile weapons - except blunderbuses; Note
that it also increases the half range to 3, avoiding punishment in the long term more easily. Trick shooter is excellent for snipers as it ignores penalties for partial cover with this expertise. Quickshot allows archers to fire twice if they do not move; Pistolier is the equivalent of heroes with a bracket pistol.
Your hunter skill allows you to shoot black powder weapons at all turn. Finally, weapons expert allows heroes to have those cool weapons that would otherwise only be available Speed skills are extremely useful for a wide variety of missions, so your warband of the edge is looking for strategic positions,
getting goals, or overtaking fleeing opponents. Only reikland champions can't use these skills. Lightning reflexes and jump up well serve melee. Sprint and jump improve your overall speed dramatically. Acrobat, and especially scaled sheer surfaces, are great for moving around buildings and get shooters
into position much faster. Dodge is probably more useful to your opponent, giving him a save against shots. Back to the top Pro has great tactical potential with powerful long-distance capabilities with excellent potential for easily identifiable con no inherent magic less fluffy than other warbands Back to top
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